
COURSES 2018-2019



The Italian Language Schools of Rome, Milan, 
Florence, Bologna and Turin run by Dante 
Alighieri Society organise a wide range of 
courses for foreign students who wish to study 
the Italian language and culture in Italy, in a 
professional and exciting environment.

The language courses are designed in 
accordance with the six levels laid out in the 
Common European Framework of Reference 
for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/Beginner 
(A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-
Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); Proficient 
(C2). The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; 
individual lesson duration is 60 minutes.

Before the beginning of the course all students 
are expected to take a placement test to assess 
their linguistic level.

The educational approach is flexible and aims 
at the development of both linguistic skills 
(listening, reading, speaking/interacting, and 
writing) and knowledge of the Italian social and 
cultural environment. The objective is to provide 
students with the skills necessary to enable their 
rapid and efficient participation in the Italian 
social, professional or academic arena.

Details related to the courses offered by each 
School, enrollment procedure and tuition fees, 
accommodation support through local partners 
are available in the official web site of the Italian 
Language Schools: www.scuoleditaliano.it 

where you may also test your level of Italian, find 
out promotions and interesting facts about Italy 
and Italian language. 

For further information, contact us at 
scuoleditaliano@ladante.it

Come study Italian with us. We look 
forward to welcoming you soon!
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ITALIAN SCHOOL
OF ROME RO

MA
The Italian School of Rome is located in the historical city centre of the “eternal city” a few steps 
away from its main monuments and tourist sites. Its central location, hosted in the gorgeous 
16th-century palace, “Palazzo Firenze”, allows students to experience an authentic cultural and 
artistic experience in the heart of the Capital of Italy. 
The School offers courses of Italian language in accordance with the six levels laid out in the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/Beginner 
(A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); Proficient (C2).

The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; individual lesson duration is 60 minutes. Before 
the beginning of the course all students are expected to take a placement test to assess their 
linguistic level.

TYPE OF COURSE HRS PRICE per person

ORDINARY COURSE (3 months) 48 € 360

INTENSIVE COURSE 80 € 590

SEMI-INTENSIVE COURSE (2 months) 80 € 590

SMALL GROUP LESSONS 
2 students 1 €   30

3 to 5 students 1 €   20

CONVERSATION COURSE 
8 €   70

20 € 160

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS 1 €   50

Check out the website of the Italian Language School of Rome 
www.scuoleditaliano.it/roma/corsi-roma/ to find out about the course schedule, 
the complete list of courses (Skype lessons, courses for companies, etc.) 
and also offers and promotions.

If you wish to enroll for more than 2 months contact the School office 
to benefit from the promotional rates on long-term courses.

facebook @ladanteroma

instagram @ladanteroma

twitter @scuoleditaliano

skype  scuoleditaliano

The above prices are valid from 1 September 2018 to 31 August 2019.
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MI
LA
NO

ITALIAN SCHOOL
OF MILAN

The Italian School of Milan is located near the Central Station, in a strategic position easily 
accessible by public transportation and close to the main tourist attractions of the city. 
Internationally renewed as the Italian Capital of fashion, design, music and finance with 
a wide range of venues, restaurants, museums, theatres and concert halls, Milan offers 
students a dynamic cultural and social life.
The School offers courses of Italian language in accordance with the six levels laid out in 
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/
Beginner (A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); 
Proficient (C2).

The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; individual lesson duration is 60 minutes. Before 
the beginning of the course all students are expected to take a placement test to assess their 
linguistic level.

TYPE OF COURSE HRS PRICE per person

ORDINARY COURSE (2 months) 32 € 300

INTENSIVE COURSE 80 € 650

SMALL GROUP LESSONS 
2 students 1 €   30

3 to 5 students 1 €   25

CONVERSATION COURSE 12 € 165

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS    1 €   50

facebook @ladanteMilano

instagram @ladantemilano

twitter @scuoleditaliano

skype  scuoleditaliano

Check out the website of the Italian Language School of Milan 
www.scuoleditaliano.it/milano/corsi-milano/ to find out 
about the course schedule, the complete list of courses 
(Skype lessons, courses for companies, etc.) and also offers and promotions.

If you wish to enroll for more than 2 months contact the School office 
to benefit from the promotional rates on long-term courses.

The above prices are valid from 1 September 2018 to 31 August 2019.
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ITALIAN SCHOOL
OF FLORENCE

F I
REN
ZE

The Italian School of Florence is located in the heart of the historical city centre a few steps 
from the Cathedral, the Church of SS. Annunziata and the Archaeological Museum. It is located 
inside the former San Pierino Oratory, and it houses important frescoes of some of the most 
representative Florentine artists of the late 16th-century: an outstanding location of great 
historical value in the city of the Italian Renaissance. 
The School offers courses of Italian language in accordance with the six levels laid out in the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/Beginner 
(A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); Proficient (C2).

The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; individual lesson duration is 60 minutes. Before 
the beginning of the course all students are expected to take a placement test to assess their 
linguistic level.
   

TYPE OF COURSE HRS PRICE per person

ORDINARY COURSE 40 € 370

INTENSIVE COURSE 80 € 640

SMALL GROUP LESSONS
2 students 10 € 250

2 students 20 € 400

CONVERSATION COURSE
8 € 100

20 € 180

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS 1 €   40

facebook @ladantefirenze

instagram @ladantefirenze

twitter @scuoleditaliano

skype  scuoleditaliano

Check out the website of the Italian Language School of Florence 
www.scuoleditaliano.it/firenze/corsi-firenze/ to find out about the course schedule, 
the complete list of courses (Skype lessons, courses for companies, etc.) 
and also offers and promotions.

If you wish to enroll for more than 2 months contact the School office to benefit 
from the promotional rates on long-term courses.

The above prices are valid from 1 September 2018 to 31 August 2019.
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BO
LO
GNA

ITALIAN SCHOOL
OF BOLOGNA

The Italian School of Bologna is located in the historical city centre near the famous Piazza 
Maggiore. Bologna is a truly fascinating city on the artistic, cultural and culinary level. In 
addition it boasts the oldest University in Europe, which makes it a human-sized city or, better, 
a student-sized one. From Bologna you can easily reach in just one day trip some of the most 
beautiful Italian cities of art: Venice, Florence, Siena, Verona, Padua, Mantua, Parma, Ravenna 
and Rome, and also the beaches of the Romagna coastline and the mountains of the Apennine.   
The School offers courses of Italian language in accordance with the six levels laid out in the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/Beginner 
(A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); Proficient (C2).

The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; individual lesson duration is 60 minutes. Before 
the beginning of the course all students are expected to take a placement test to assess their 
linguistic level.
  

TYPE OF COURSE HRS PRICE per person

ORDINARY COURSE 32 € 290

INTENSIVE COURSE 80   € 690

SMALL GROUP LESSONS 
2 students 10 € 250

2 students 20 € 350

CONVERSATION COURSE
8 € 100

20 € 180

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS    1 €   40

facebook @ladantebologna

instagram @ladantebologna

twitter @scuoleditaliano

skype  scuoleditaliano

Check out the website of the Italian Language School of Bologna www.
scuoleditaliano.it/bologna/corsi-bologna/ to find out 
about the course schedule, the complete list of courses 
(Skype lessons, courses for companies, etc.) and also offers and promotions.

If you wish to enroll for more than 2 months contact the School office 
to benefit from the promotional rates on long-term courses.

The above prices are valid from 1 September 2018 to 31 August 2019.
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ITALIAN SCHOOL
OF TURIN

TO
RI
NO

The Italian School of Turin is located in the charming Crocetta district, between the Porta Nuova 
railway station and the Polytechnic of Turin. Worldwide known as the capital of the car industry, 
Turin is also a major cultural pole, site of prestigious universities and international museums, 
such as the Egyptian Museum, the Museum of Cinema and the Car Museum, and represents the 
ideal meeting point between history, art, technology and innovation.
The School offers courses of Italian language in accordance with the six levels laid out in the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR): Pre-Beginner/Beginner 
(A1); Elementary (A2); Intermediate (B1); Upper-Intermediate (B2); Advanced (C1); Proficient (C2).

The course lesson duration is 50 minutes; individual lesson duration is 60 minutes. Before 
the beginning of the course all students are expected to take a placement test to assess their 
linguistic level.

TYPE OF COURSE HRS PRICE per person

ORDINARY COURSE 32 € 270

INTENSIVE COURSE 80 € 650

SMALL GROUP LESSONS 
2/3 students 10 € 220

2/3 students 20 € 400

CONVERSATION COURSE 12 € 165

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS 1 €   40

facebook @scuoladantetorino

instagram @ladantetorino

twitter @scuoleditaliano

skype  scuoleditaliano

Check out the website of the Italian Language School of Torino 
www.scuoleditaliano.it/torino/corsi-torino/ to find out 
about the course schedule, the complete list of courses 
(Skype lessons, courses for companies, etc.) and also offers and promotions.

If you wish to enroll for more than 2 months contact the School office 
to benefit from the promotional rates on long-term courses.

The above prices are valid from 1 September 2018 to 31 August 2019.
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ADA
CERTIFICATE

At the end of each course students will receive 
a certificate of attendance corresponding 
to the course level attended, called ADA 
certificate (Dante Alighieri Certificate).
The ADA certificate, the same and unique 
all over the world, is traceable and certifies 

attendance at the courses belonging to Dante 
Alighieri’s curricular programme, ADA’s course 
plan, according to educational experiences 
and teaching quality constantly monitored by 
PLIDA’s Scientific Board.

ADA’s course plan is the curricular and 
educational planning system of the Dante 
Alighieri Society.
It has been designed and developed as a 
planning and educational tool for Dante’s 
Italian Language Schools, its Committees in 
the world and for all the institutions offering 
Italian courses to foreign people. 

The plan describes all the contents which, when 
handled properly from an educational point of 
view, aim at developing the student’s linguistic 
competence on a given level. ADA covers the 
six levels laid out in the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 
(A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2).

WHAT IS
ADA’S COURSE PLAN
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PLIDA
CERTIFICATE

The Italian Language Schools are PLIDA 
certification centres. The PLIDA (Dante 
Alighieri Italian Language Project) Certificate 
confirms competence in Italian as a foreign 
language. It is a certificate recognised by 
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Ministry of Labour, and the Ministry for 
State Education, Universities and Scientific 
Research. The PLIDA exam allows foreign 
students to enrol in an Italian University at 
special conditions.

The PLIDA Certificate is issued by the Dante 
Alighieri Society and is recognised by the 
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
University “La Sapienza” of Rome, the Ministry 
of Labour and Social Policy, the Ministry for 
State Education, Universities and Scientific 
Research and by the Ministry of the Interior to 
obtain the long residency permit. The Dante 
Alighieri Society is founding member of the 
CLIQ Association (Quality Certificate of Italian 
Language – Convention between the Italian 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Certification 
Bodies). 

The PLIDA certificate allows:

• to indicate the students’ Italian language 
knowledge in the most transparent way on 
his/her curriculum vitae;

• to enrol in an Italian University without 
having to take the Italian language exam 
(level B2 or C1);

• to obtain the long residency permit. (Those 
who submit the PLIDA Certificate of A2 level 
[or B1, B2…] shall be exempted from the 
language tests organised by the Prefectures);

• the citizens of the Trentino-Alto Adige 
Region to be exempted from the Italian 
language tests for the bilingualism 
certificate.

To know more about the PLIDA certificate, 
please visit www.plida.it 
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CONTACT US

Società Dante Alighieri, Scuola di Italiano di Roma
Piazza di Firenze, 27 – 00186
Tel.: +39 06 6873722
Email: info@roma.ladante.it
scuoleditaliano.it/roma

Office hours
Monday – Friday: 9.00 - 11.30 / 17.30 - 18.30

Società Dante Alighieri, Scuola di Italiano di Milano
Via Napo Torriani, 10 – 20124 Milano
Tel.: +39 02 6692816
Email: info@milano.ladante.it
scuoleditaliano.it/milano

Office hours
Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 13.00 / 14.00 - 17.30

Società Dante Alighieri, Scuola di Italiano di Firenze 
Via Gino Capponi, 4 – 50121 Firenze
Tel.: +39 055 2479014
Email: info@firenze.ladante.it
scuoleditaliano.it/firenze

Office hours
Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 13.00

Società Dante Alighieri, Scuola di Italiano di Bologna
Piazza San Giovanni in Monte, 1/A – 40124 Bologna
Tel.: +39 051 239734
Email: info@bologna.ladante.it
scuoleditaliano.it/bologna

Office hours
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 9.00 - 13.00 
Tuesday - Wednesday: 15.00 - 19.00

Società Dante Alighieri, Scuola di Italiano di Torino 
Corso Re Umberto, 65 – 10128 Torino
Tel.: +39 011 5681781
Email: info@torino.ladante.it
scuoleditaliano.it/torino

Office hours
Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 13.00
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COURSES 
REGISTRATION

The registration fee includes the membership 
card which costs €60. The card is valid from 1 
January to 31 December of each year and allows 
you to participate in all activities organised 
by the Dante Alighieri Society and provides 

for discounts at affiliated associations and 
facilities, such as museums, libraries, theatres, 
restaurants (https://ladante.it/diventa-socio/
le-convenzioni-in-italia-e-nel-mondo.html).

Non-EU students wishing to enrol in courses 
must pay the registration fee plus the tuition 
fee for each course they wish to attend. 
Upon receipt of the amount, the school 
administration will issue the certificate which 
specifies the period of attendance chosen by 
the student for submission when applying 
for the necessary visa to enter Italy for study 
purposes. Payment for course costs may be 
made at the Offices of the Italian Schools 

by bank transfer, or through the website 
www.scuoleditaliano.it, with all charges to 
be borne by the sender.
Before making the payment of the amount for 
the membership fee and tuition, you should 
go to the Italian Embassy or Consulate in your 
country to learn about the conditions required 
for obtaining an entry visa for study purposes. 

NON-EU
STUDENTS
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Ufficio Scuole di Italiano 
Piazza Firenze, 27
00186 ROMA

Telefono: 066873694-5
Skype: scuoleditaliano

scuoleditaliano@ladante.it
www.scuoleditaliano.it


